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Erin: Welcome to the Your Village podcast, parenting beyond discipline. Your Village is 
the most comprehensive site for evidence-based parenting classes available on-
demand. Our classes give parents the foundation, steps and tools for creating strong, 
healthy relationships with their children, resulting in responsible, cooperative, happy 
and successful children and families! My goal is to help parents support their children in 
finding and reaching their own unique potential. The podcast is a place to learn about 
all things parenting and get your questions answered! I’m Your Village founder and 
your host, Erin Royer. 

Happy Mother’s Day to all the moms! I hope you can have a special day despite 
restrictions. They’re opening up a few things for us here, the parks will be open, not 
sure about beaches. Beaches may be under the county parks but I’m not sure! But I 
hope you can all find a special way to celebrate your day and all that you do not just 
under normal conditions but parenting during these really stressful conditions! I have 
no idea what I’m going to do. I like time alone with my own thoughts to decompress so 
maybe I’ll find a remote hiking spot.  

Two questions this week, well actually 4! Patty asks about nighttime potty training. 
Then Nina has 3 different questions. I’m guessing I;ll get through the first one and then 
I’ll do her other two next week but i’ll see how far I can go! Her first question is about 
weaning off the nighttime bottle. The second is about how to raise grateful children, 
basically how to not spoil a child! It’s a great topic but one that I want to spend some 
time on so that will likely be better next week.Her third question is about helping a 
chlld be a more gracious loser. Another great topic! If I have some extra time, I can get 
to that one, if not, I’ll answer both her 2nd and 3rd questions in next weeks episode! 

For patty, she gave a lot of detail so I’m going to try to cut it down a bit. It’s all helpful 
for me to know and understand but for the sake of time, I’ll cut some of her details out! 

"Hi Erin, I'm Patty from Brazil. I really enjoy your podcast. I listen it while driving to 
work. I have a question regarding getting rid of night diapers. My daughter is 4 years 
and 4 months old. She basically potty trained herself when she was 25 months old. She 
was so interested, it was smooth... very rare accidents. She just wanted to do as 
mommy and daddy and so she did. She is our only child so far. 

She is an active, smart, funny, gentle, loving girl. She likes to do things on her own, 
chooses her clothes and dresses herself. Usually does not want help and likes to help 



everyone. At preschool she is the oldest of her class and is the leader - her teachers 
love her and say that she gets all her friends involved in the activities that she comes 
up with. She is sweet and likes to have all her friends to play together. 
she is fully potty trained (during the day) for over 2 years and it bothers me that she still 
uses diapers at night after almost 2.5 years of being potty trained. There are 2 main 
reasons for that: 1- she wakes up with full diaper everyday (dry diapers are very rare) 
and 2- I did not encourage or do anything to remove night diapers. 

The reason I did not encourage   night training is because my daughter was a 
complicated sleeper: Since birth until 3 yo she was very hard to sleep... would wake up 
many many times... dad and I were exhausted! She was breastfed exclusively and self 
weaned by 13mo. We introduced bottle and she would drink before sleeping at night - 
at some point, we were so tired that we made a mistake: we would give her a bottle of 
milk every time she woke up during the night, because that way she would go back to 
sleep in few minutes, otherwise she would stay awake for a while.... You can imagine 
what a mess! We had to have 3 or 4 bottles ready for each night. When she was 3yo I 
decided to get rid of the bottles.  I'm sure you can understand that there was no way 
we would take off diapers with all that drinking milk! Well, she is not drinking milk (not 
drinking anything just to clarify) at night for over a year. However, she wakes up in the 
morning with a full diaper... there are days (once a month maybe...) that its so much 
pee that it leeks to the bed.... that way I was not thinking she was ready to sleep 
without a diaper. Also, lets be honest and say that the main reason I did not "night 
train" her is because I was SO afraid to teach her to wake up to use the toilet during 
the night.... Come on, now that she can FINALLY sleep the whole night, Will I teach her 
to wake up to use the toilet?! Understand what I mean? That's scary... LOL. 

Well, at some point I realized she is almost 4 and a half yo and its been potty trained 
for almost 2 and a half years! I keep thinking she should be diaper free and its just my 
fault that she is still using diapers at night. The question is: what’s your suggestion to 
get rid of the diapers? I'm pretty sure my daughter is capable of holding pee - she just 
won't do it because she knows she has the diaper on. I'm just not sure how to do the 
transition and what to tell her. I've paid attention for a while and noticed that she 
usually pees around 11pm (she sleeps around 9pm - last pee at shower time around 
8pm) then she pees again in the morning (around 7or 8am, wakes up around 8am).  I 
can't wait for your response. I really enjoy your podcast! Thanks in advance. You should 
plan a family trip to Brazil! Best wishes, Patty" 

I love to travel! When the world is back to a healthier place I can’t wait to travel. I want 
my kids to see the world! Brazil is one of many amazing places we’d love to go! 



For nighttime potty, I’m going to some general information and then some ways you 
can take some steps. I think this information will receive a lot of your stress around this 
topic! 

Here is some general information on nighttime potty training readiness and 
bedwetting. It is very common for kids to be fully potty trained during day but wake up 
wet after a nap or nighttime. 20% of fully potty trained 5 yo are wetting bed regularly. 
So there’s no need for concern until 6 or even a little older.There are 3 things children 
need in order to be ready to stay dry all night.  
  
Sufficient urinary control to hold that amount of pee was we know a full nights worth of 
pee is a lot! Mature hormones to rouse child from sleep. There are particular hormones 
that signal the brain when the bladder is full. These hormones need to be produced to 
the level that they can alert the brain to the degree that it will arouse the child from 
sleep. Lastly, a mature Sleep cycle, which most kids have by age 4.   

The signs to look for when your child is ready to be dry at night: 
- Waking from nap to use the restroom 
- Wake up 30 days in a row dry. (if your child is 4 and waking up with pretty full pull-up. 
Not. Even. Close! Don’t bother trying to nighttime train! Recipe for failure and 
frustration. No rush!) 
  
Also, a general rule of thumb around potty training is, there should never be any 
discipline around accidents daytime or nighttime. 

So I want to reassure patty and any other parent whose child has been daytime trained 
for a long time but isn’t getting through the night dry, that it’s nothing that you did! It’s 
not a misstep in the middle of the night sleep training or any such thing. It’s simply a 
developmental step. 
  
If you want to try to move things along, here are some things you can try: 
- Put a floor potty in their room. 
- Limit drinks after dinner (after 6 or 7) 
- Have then start and stop their pee to practice the muscles 
- Have them hold it a little bit before going. When they get to the bathroom have them 
sing one round of row your boat before going. 

Can wake your child to empty his bladder before you go to bed, if it has been 2 hours 
or more after they went to bed initially. This can help teach them to wake up and go at 
night. So if your child goes to bed at 8:30 and you got to bed at 10:30 or later, go 



rouse them to go to the potty. They can be really sleepy and may not even remember 
in the morning. We had to do this with our oldest and you have to walk with them 
keeping your arm on their sholders to guide them. Make sure they sit down safely for 
girls or they are aiming properly for boys! I don’t think my son even woke up half the 
time! If your child is older and you are concerned or want to move things along, by 
older I mean 6 to 7. First go see your pediatrician and get everything checked out. 
There is also sensor that goes in child’s underwear that will set off an alarm to wake 
child to get up and go when it gets damp. they have ones that make a sound or vibrate 
or both. These can be good to use with older children who really want to be dry over 
night. 

Nina writes, "I have been listening to your podcast for 6 months now and I just want to 
say thank you so much for helping me understand and connect with my son.  
I have 3 questions, here is the first: 

1. How do I get my son to weld off the bottle before bed? yes, I know, I should have 
done this ages ago. When I offer him milk in a cup, he is not interested and will not 
have it together. I’m afraid he won’t get enough calcium. Ives tried offering him 
yogurt, cheese and smoothies but he isn’t interested. 

Thank you in advance! Nina" 

So the age really helps me to know developmentally where a child is and therefor be 
able to give the best answer. I reached out to Nina and learned that her son recently 
turned 4. 

So when weaning the bottle at bedtime the first thing you want to do is move it earlier 
in the bedtime routine if it’s not already. Since Nina's son is 4, this is a conversation 
they can have together. “It’s time to start working on getting rid of the bottle at 
bedtime. But we will do this together in small steps. The first step is that the bottle will 
be first before pjs, story” or whatever your nighttime routine is. The reason you want to 
do this is that you need your child to associate the other parts of the routine with 
getting sleeping and slowing our bodies and minds for sleep. So the bath, the pjs, the 
snuggling, the story are what triggers their mind and body for sleep, not the sucking or 
the milk in the tummy. Once you’ve done that and it’s part of the accepted routine for 
about week. Then you will start taking the amount of milk in the bottle down, 
depending on how much he’s drinking, but he’s getting 4-6 oounces, then 1 oz at a 
time is good. If it’s more than that, then 2 ounces at a time, every 4-6 days. You want to 
give his body time to adjust to less milk before you take it down again. As he gets to 
only a little bit of milk 2 ounces or so and it’s close to getting rid of it entirely, you can 



implement a small healthy bed time snack, some fruit, or veggies, something to kind of 
top him off right before bed. But nothing too carby, greasy or heavy as that can affect 
sleep when the body is working hard to digest rich foods. 

This is an option but not a necessity. You can see how things go and if this is something 
that works for your family or if he’s saying he’s hungry. My kids did bedtime snacks for a 
while. Those growth spurts can leave them hungry a lot! But now they seem to have 
outgrown them. I’m guessing when they hit puberty evening snack time will make a 
reappearance! 

OK so I do think it’s best to hold off on Nina's other two questions until next week so I 
can spend some time on each of them. So next week, we’ll talk about competition and 
the development of competition. This is something that begins to emerge right about 
4 where her son is and some tips for managing that, along with the first question about 
raising children who are grateful. We’re living in an interesting time where children can 
have and do so much. We want them to be able to enjoy those opportunities but we 
also want to make sure they understand gratitude and remain grateful. How do you do 
that without the exposure to the flip side? The lack, how can they learn about being 
grateful for all they have when they don’t really know about or are exposed to those life 
circumstances of poverty or pain or struggle? So I think that’s a really interesting topic. 

If you want to learn more about the potty training process, including troubleshooting 
issues, sleep and bedtimes. positive discipline, you can see samples of all 50+ classes 
on the website at YourVillageOnline.com. As a member you can also join our private 
Facebook group and join in on our weekly parent chats with me and get your unique 
questions answered.  

We are now working on a whole host of new classes too. So I’m really excited to start 
bringing these to you. I’ve been able to get into a good schedule so I have some extra 
time to get those completed! Right now we have kids and death, talking to kids about 
death, and their development of the understanding of death by age including why kids 
sometimes will say “I’m going to kill you!” and that kind of death talk during play. What 
they understand and what they don’t, why it’s developmentally very normal. Because 
that can be startling for parents when they hear young kids say that. That one is coming 
out in a couple of weeks and will follow up with more classes! 

Stay safe and healthy everyone and as always, If you have a parenting question you’d 
like answered, send an email to Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com. 

Thanks for listening and see you next week! 




